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ABSTRACT: Inspired by the recent practical application of two-
dimensional (2D) nanomaterials as gas sensors, catalysts, and
materials for waste gas disposal, herein, the adsorption behaviors of
environmental gas molecules, including NO, CO, O2, CO2, NO2,
H2O, H2S, and NH3, on the 2D pristine and defective MoSi2N4
(MSN) monolayers were systematically investigated using spin-
polarized density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Our results
reveal that all the gas molecules are physically adsorbed on the
MSN surface with small charge transfer, but the electronic
structures of NO, NO2, and O2 are obviously modified due to the in-gap states. The introduction of N vacancy on the MSN
surface enhances the interaction between gas molecules and the substrate, especially for NO2 and O2. Interestingly, the adsorption
type of NO and CO evolves from physisorption to chemisorption, which may be utilized in NO and CO catalytic reaction.
Furthermore, the moderate adsorption strength and obvious changes in electronic properties of H2O and H2S on the defective MSN
make them have promising prospects in highly sensitive and reusable gas sensors. This work offers several promising gas sensors
based on the MSN monolayer and also provides a theoretical reference of other related 2D materials in the field of gas sensors,
catalysts, and toxic gas disposal.

1. INTRODUCTION

Followed by the successful isolation of graphene,1,2 an upsurge
in the study of two-dimensional (2D) materials has started,
such as silicene,3−6 phosphorene,7,8 and transition metal
dichalcogenides.9−13 Due to the quantum size effect, the 2D
materials holding a high surface-to-volume ratio have
fascinating physicochemical and electronic properties.14−16

These unique natures endow them with widespread application
prospects, including energy conversion or storage,17,18 photo/
electrocatalysis,19−22 nanoelectronics,23,24 and gas sens-
ing.25−27 The development of new 2D materials has not
stagnated either experimentally or theoretically. Very recently,
a new series of 2D van der Waals (vdW) layered materials
named MA2Z4 with a septuple-atomic-layer structure (M
signifies a transition metal, e.g., W, V, Nb, Ta, Ti, Zr, Hf, or Cr;
A represents Si or Ge; Z stands for N, P, or As) have been
predicted theoretically through DFT calculations.28 Among
them, the MoSi2N4 (MSN) monolayer was even synthesized
successfully via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) with a Cu/
Mo bilayer as the substrate and NH3 gas as the nitrogen
source.28 Both the experiments and theoretical calculations
show that the MSN monolayer exhibits outstanding ambient
stability and behaves as an indirect semiconductor.28,29 In
addition, it was found that the hole and electron mobilities of
the monolayer MSN28 are about 4−6 times greater than that of

the monolayer MoS2.
30 These fascinating properties render the

monolayer MSN promising potential in the application of
nanoelectronics and optoelectronics. Recently, the electrical
contact physics properties of the MSN monolayer were
investigated and the ultralow Schottky barrier height of
MoSi2N4/NbS2 contact was exhibited, which demonstrates
its application prospect in the nanoelectronic devices.31 The
tunable electronic structures and piezoelectric coefficients by
strain make the monolayer MSN beneficial to the fabrication of
nanodevices.32 In addition, previous work also revealed that
the MSN monolayer possesses potential application in the field
of photocatalysis owing to the suitable band gap and band edge
positions.29

The detection of specific small gas molecules, such as NO,
CO, O2, CO2, NO2, H2O, H2S, and NH3, is of great
significance for public safety, environmental protection,
industrial manufacture, and medical diagnosis. 2D materials
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gain enormous attention for gas sensors due to the high
surface-to-volume ratio, exposure of active sites, and high
carrier mobility.11,13,33,34 However, as we all know, there exist
many small gas molecules on the surface of 2D materials, and it
is impossible to completely remove them due to the large
surface area.35,36 Interestingly, previous reports show that even
the physisorption of small gas molecules also has an effective
influence on the electronic and optical properties of 2D
materials, which is vital for developing a high-performance gas
sensor.37−39 Over the past two decades, the adsorption
behaviors of gas molecules on a train of 2D nanomaterials,
including graphene,25,40,41 stanene,42,43 blue phosphorus,44

InSe,34,45 and MoS2 monolayer,13,46,47 have been investigated
in detail and the graphene-based gas sensors have already been
used in practice.48 Earlier this year, Bafekry et al.49 investigated
the adsorption behavior of environmental gas molecules on the
pristine MSN monolayer and found that the magnetic
properties of MSN were changed by adsorption of O2, NO,
and NO2; however, the application of gas sensors based on
pristine MSN is severely restricted due to the weak interaction
and few charge transfer.
In this study, we performed a systemic theoretical study on

the adsorption behavior of gas molecules (NO, CO, O2, CO2,
NO2, H2O, H2S, and NH3) on MSN and N-defective MSN (d-
MSN) monolayers, concentrating on the most stable
adsorption configurations, charge transfer and the changes of
electronic structures and properties, and possible applications.
We found that all the gas molecules are physisorbed on pristine
MSN with a little charge transfer. However, the introduction of
N vacancy on the MSN surface enhances the interaction
between gas molecules and MSN, and the adsorption type of
CO and NO changes from physisorption to chemisorption.
Furthermore, the d-MSN has moderate adsorption strength on
H2O and H2S, which endows them with bright application
prospects in H2O and H2S gas sensors.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
All the DFT calculations were performed as implemented in
the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP).50,51 The
ion−electron interaction and exchange-correlation functional
were treated by the projected augment wave (PAW)
pseudopotentials52 and Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)
version of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA),53

respectively. The valence electronic configurations of Mo, Si,
N, C, O, S, and H are 4p65s24d4, 3s23p2, 2s22p3, 2s22p2, 2s22p4,
3s23p4, and 1s1, respectively. A vacuum region of 15 Å in the z
direction was employed to eliminate the interaction between
the periodic layers. The energy cutoff of 500 eV was adopted
for plane wave expansion. The gamma-centered 3 × 3 × 1 and
5 × 5 × 1 k-point meshes in the Monkhorst−Pack scheme for
the Brillouin zone sampling were used for the geometric
optimization and electronic structure calculations of a 4 × 4 ×
1 supercell, respectively. The thresholds of energy and force
were set to 0.02 eV/Å and 1.0 × 10−5 eV/atom, respectively.
The vdW interaction was corrected by utilizing Grimme’s
scheme (D3)54 and spin-polarization was considered in the
whole calculations.
The stability of gas molecule adsorption on the MSN

monolayer was estimated by the adsorption energy (Eads),
which is defined as:

= − −−E E E Eads gas MSN MSN gas (1)

where Egas − MSN, EMSN, and Egas denote the self-consistent
energies of the MSN adsorbing different gas molecules, the
pure MSN monolayer, and the free gas molecules. Based on
the above equation, the negative value of the adsorption energy
illustrates that the adsorption process is exothermic and the
adsorption configuration is thermodynamically favorable.55,56

To better elucidate the electronic interaction and visualize the
charge transfer between the gas molecules and the MSN
monolayer, the charge density difference (CDD) is defined as
the following equation:

ρ ρ ρ ρΔ = − −−gas MSN MSN gas (2)

Figure 1. (a) Top and (b) side views of the optimized MSN monolayer and the calculated (c) band structure and (d) DOS of the pristine MSN
monolayer. The considered possible adsorption sites for gas molecules are shown in panel (a). The Fermi level is set to zero.
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where ρgas − MSN, ρMSN, and ρgas are the total charge densities
of the gas molecules adsorbed by the MSN monolayer, those
by the pure MSN monolayer, and the free gas molecules,
respectively. The CDD plots are drawn by VESTA.57

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. The Geometry and Electronic Structure of the
MSN Monolayer. The MSN monolayer can be regarded as a
2H-MoS2-like MoN2 layer sandwiched by two InSe-like N−Si
bilayers, forming a 2D honeycomb lattice with a space group of
P6̅m2 (no. 187) (see Figure 1a,b). The calculated lattice
constants (a = b = 2.90 Å), bond lengths (dN−Si = 1.74−1.75 Å
and dN−Mo = 2.09 Å), and the thickness (7.01 Å) of the MSN
monolayer are in good agreement with previous work.29 The
calculated band structure and density of states (DOS) of the
MSN monolayer are illustrated in Figure 1c,d. It is clearly
observed that the MSN monolayer is an indirect semi-
conductor with the valence band maximum (VBM) located at
the Γ point (0 0 0) and the conduction band minimum
(CBM) at the K point (0.333 0.333 0). The obtained band gap
is 1.83 eV, which is in good consistency with a previous
experimental result of 1.94 eV28 and a theoretical value of 1.79
eV.29 The band gap calculated by the HSE06 method is 2.35
eV,58−60 which overestimates the experimental data. Therefore,
it suggests that the PBE functional can well describe the
electronic structure of the MSN monolayer. Both the CBM
and VBM of the pristine MSN monolayer are mainly
contributed by Mo 4d orbitals, N 2p orbitals, and their
hybridizations. Meanwhile, in the deeper region of the valence
band, the N 2p states make the main contribution.
3.2. Adsorption Configurations and Adsorption

Energies. To obtain the most stable adsorption site for
different gas molecules, four possible adsorption sites are
considered, including the top site of a N atom or Si atom, the
bridge site of a N−Si bond, and the center of a N3Si3 hexagon

ring, as illustrated in Figure 1a. In each site, the gas molecules
were placed in end-on and side-on ways, respectively.
Moreover, the initial adsorption configurations are different
for the linear molecules (NO, CO, O2, and CO2) and the
nonlinear molecules (NO2, H2O, H2S, and NH3). The details
can be found in Figures S1−S3. The free gas molecules are
optimized and displayed in Figure S4 with the bond lengths
and angles being consistent with previous results.13,42,45 After
full optimization of the adsorption models, the most stable
adsorption configurations of each molecule and corresponding
adsorption energies (Eads) are shown in Figures 2 and 3,

respectively. The Eads values of other metastable adsorption
structures are listed in Table S1. From Figure 2, we see that all
the molecules tend to be adsorbed in a parallel manner to the
MSN surface, except H2O, which adopts a vertical alignment
with the MSN surface. It is observed that most linear
molecules (NO, CO, and O2) and H2S tend to be adsorbed

Figure 2. Top and side views of the most stable adsorption configurations of MSN adsorbing (a) NO, (b) CO, (c) O2, (d) CO2, (e) NO2, (f) H2O,
(g) H2S, and (h) NH3.

Figure 3. Eads of NO, CO, O2, CO2, NO2, H2O, H2S, and NH3 on
pristine MSN and d-MSN monolayers.
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above the center of the Ni3Si3 hexagon ring, while NO2, CO2,
and H2O locate on the top site of the N atom. The obtained
Eads values are all negative, indicating that adsorption processes
for these molecules are thermodynamically favorable. The
adsorption strength of the gas molecules on the MSN surface
increases in the following order: O2 < CO < NH3 < H2O < NO
< CO2 < NO2 < H2S. The results show that the adsorption
strength of H2S, NO2, and CO2 on the MSN monolayer stands
out in the above gas molecules. Ma et al.45 reported that the
Eads of NO2 on the InSe monolayer is −0.21 eV and they
supposed that the InSe monolayer has great promise for NO2
sensing due to its higher electron mobility. In addition, Yu et
al.56 systematically investigated the adsorption behavior of
various gas molecules on the Ti2CO2 monolayer and found
that only NH3 can be chemisorbed on Ti2CO2 with the Eads of
−0.37 eV, and they predicted that Ti2CO2 has application
prospects in the NH3 sensor with high selectivity and
sensitivity. Our results exhibit that the adsorption strength of
H2S, NO2, and CO2 on MSN is comparable to that of NO2 on
InSe and NH3 on Ti2CO2, which reveals that the MSN
monolayer may be utilized in H2S, NO2, and CO2 sensing.
Moreover, the nearest distance between the adsorbed
molecules and the MSN monolayer is in the range of 2.14−
3.24 Å. After optimization, the bond lengths and bond angles
of NO, CO, O2, CO2, NO2, H2O, H2S, and NH3 slightly
changed compared to those of the free gas molecules (see
Table S2). The slightly changed bond lengths and angles of gas
molecules after adsorption suggest the weak interaction
between gas molecules and the MSN surface, indicating that
the adsorption type is physisorption.
As we all know, there usually exist surface vacancies in the

CVD-grown 2D materials, and the defective regions are usually
chemically active and proved to enhance the interaction
between the gas molecules and the substrate.44,61,62 Qian et
al.63 reported that the surface N-defective MSN is much more
stable than that of inner N vacancy and surface Si vacancy, and

the d-MSN is also proved to be thermodynamically stable via
the ab initio molecular dynamics simulation.58 Based on the
above results, we further investigate the adsorption behavior of
small molecules on the surface of N-defective MSN in this
work. Several initial adsorption structures of the d-MSN
system are shown in Figures S5 and S6. The most stable
adsorption structures and corresponding Eads are illustrated in
Figure 4 and Figure 3, respectively. The Eads values of other
metastable adsorption structures are summarized in Table S3.
It can be clearly observed that NO and CO molecules tend to
be vertically adsorbed on the surface of d-MSN with the
vacancy occupied by the N or C atom. NO2 dissociates into an
O atom and a NO molecule after the full optimization in which
the O atom occupies the surface N vacancy and the NO
molecule located on the topsite of the Si atom adjacent to the
N vacancy. The same phenomenon also occurs in the O2
adsorption case; the two O atoms are dissociated with one O
atom occupying the N vacancy and the other locating on the
topsite of the Si−Si bond. Moreover, the rest of the molecules
including CO2, H2O, H2S, and NH3 tend to be adsorbed in a
parallel manner on the top of the Si atom adjacent to the N
vacancy. From Figure 3, we can clearly observe that the Eads of
the molecules on d-MSN is lower than that of MSN, indicating
that adsorption on d-MSN is much stronger than that on
MSN. The adsorption capacity of the above molecules on d-
MSN is arranged in the following order: CO2 < H2S < H2O <
NH3 < CO < NO2 < NO < O2. In addition, we also calculated
the adsorption energies of (d-)MSN systems via a more precise
hybrid functional (HSE06),64 which is shown in Figure S7. We
can clearly observe that the change trend of adsorption
strength of the gas molecules on the (d-)MSN surface is
consistent with the PBE functional. After optimization, the
bond length of NO and CO increases significantly, indicating
their activation, while the bond length and angle of CO2, H2O,
H2S, and NH3 slightly change compared to that of free gas
molecules (see Table S2). Combining the Eads and the change

Figure 4. Optimized structure of (a) d-MSN and the most stable adsorption configurations of d-MSN adsorbing (b) NO, (c) CO, (d) O2, (e)
CO2, (f) NO2, (g) H2O, (h) H2S, and (i) NH3.
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Figure 5. Calculated charge density difference of MSN adsorbing (a) NO (isovalue: 0.0001 e/Å3), (b) CO (isovalue: 0.00005 e/Å3), (c) O2
(0.00002 e/Å3), (d) CO2 (isovalue: 0.0001 e/Å

3), (e) NO2 (isovalue: 0.0001 e/Å
3), (f) H2O (isovalue: 0.0001 e/Å3), (g) H2S (isovalue: 0.0001 e/

Å3), and (h) NH3 (isovalue: 0.0001 e/Å3). The electron depletion and electron accumulation are illustrated by light-blue and yellow isosurfaces,
respectively.

Figure 6. Calculated charge density difference of d-MSN adsorbing (a) NO, (b) CO, (c) O2, (d) CO2, (e) NO2, (f) H2O, (g) H2S, and (h) NH3
(isovalues: 0.005 e/Å3).
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of structural parameters, we find that some gas molecules (NO,
CO, O2, and NO2) favor chemisorption on the d-MSN surface,
while the rest of gas molecules tend to be adsorbed in the form
of physisorption. Interestingly, the calculated Eads values of NO
(−5.42 eV) and CO (−2.60 eV) on the d-MSN are more
negative than those of the other 2D materials, such as defective
graphene (−3.04 eV for NO and −2.33 eV for CO),65

defective Fe3GeTe2 (−3.71 eV for NO and −2.44 eV for
CO),61 and defective blue phosphorus (−1.12 eV for NO).44

These results show that the d-MSN has better affinity to NO
and CO than the above 2D defective materials, which may be
beneficial for NO and CO catalytic reaction. Furthermore, the
enhanced adsorption strength of CO2, H2O, H2S, and NH3 on
d-MSN might make it have better gas sensing capacity.
3.3. Charge Transfer and Electronic Structures. To

gain deeper insight into the adsorption interactions between
various gas molecules and the (d-)MSN surface, the charge
density difference (CDD) is calculated and illustrated in
Figures 5 and 6. The electron depletion and electron
accumulation are shown in light-blue and yellow isosurfaces,
respectively. As we can see from Figure 5, all the gas molecules
(except NH3) are mostly surrounded by electron-accumulation
regions accompanied by a small fraction of electron-depletion
regions. Moreover, there exist electron-accumulation regions
near the interface between most gas molecules (including CO,

CO2, NO2, and H2S) and the MSN surface. These results
demonstrate that these molecules except NH3 serve as electron
acceptors in corresponding adsorption systems. In the case of
NH3 adsorption, the charges mainly deplete around the NH3
molecule, whereas most charges accumulate on the N atoms of
the MSN surface. This phenomenon suggests that the NH3
molecule donates electrons to the MSN monolayer, acting as
an electron donor. The above analysis of charge transfer
between gas molecules and MSN is consistent with the Bader
charge analysis, which is shown in Figure 2. We can easily
observe that NO, NO2, and H2O act as strong acceptors,
receiving the greatest number of electrons, while NH3 acts as
an effective donor, donating electrons to the substrate. The
weak charge transfer between gas molecules and the MSN
surface also proves that the adsorption is physisorption.
As for d-MSN adsorption systems, the CDD is calculated

and plotted in Figure 6. In most adsorption cases, such as CO,
NO, O2, and NO2 adsorption cases, electrons accumulate near
the gas molecules and Si−X bond (X denotes the atoms of the
gas molecules), while electrons deplete in the Si atoms around
the N vacancy, indicating that these gas molecules act as
electron acceptors. However, the remaining adsorption systems
have less charge transfer between gas molecules and d-MSN,
and the charge mainly transfers within gas molecules. The
Bader charge analysis is also applied to investigate the

Figure 7. Band structures of (a) (d-)MSN adsorbing (b) NO and (c) O2. The spin-up and spin-down bands are shown in black and blue lines,
respectively. The Fermi level is set to zero. (*1) and (*2) represent the MSN and d-MSN adsorption systems, respectively.
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interaction between the d-MSN and gas molecules. Based on
Bader charge values, the calculated charge transfer values
between these molecules and d-MSN are +2.305e (NO),
+2.040e (CO), +3.081e (O2), +0.015e (CO2), +2.346e (NO2),
−0.018e (H2O), −0.050e (H2S), and +0.070e (NH3) (the “+”
denotes that the charge is transferred from d-MSN to gas
molecules and vice versa). The calculated Bader charge results
are in good agreement with the above analysis of CDD.
Compared with the pristine MSN, the amount of charge
transfer is significantly increased in most adsorption systems.
According to the lower Eads and more obvious charge transfer,
we believe that the d-MSN has a strong bonding capacity to
the gas molecules compared to MSN.
The electronic structures of the adsorption systems are also

calculated to analyze the interaction mechanism between gas
molecules and the substrate and the influence of gas molecule
adsorption on the electronic properties of the MSN monolayer.
The band structure and DOS (including LDOS) of MSN, d-
MSN, and NO and O2 adsorption systems are depicted in
Figures 7 and 8, while the rest of adsorption systems are shown
in Figures S7 and S8. In MSN adsorption systems, the band
gap of the closed-shell molecule adsorption systems (CO, CO2,
H2O, H2S, and NH3) increases to ∼2 eV, while the band gaps
of MSN decrease to 0.304 eV (NO), 0.663 eV (O2), and 0.242
eV (NO2) after the adsorption of open-shell molecules, which
is caused by the new in-gap states (see Figure 7b1,c1). The

introduction of N vacancy on the MSN surface would give rise
to spin-up and spin-down bands above and below the Fermi
level, leading to the decrease in band gap, thus improving the
electrical conductivity of the MSN monolayer. However, for
NO@d-MSN (d-MSN adsorbs NO), the newly generated in-
gap energy bands disappear and the band gap increases, while
in O2@d-MSN, the VBM moves up to the Fermi level.
As shown in Figure 8, we observe that the overall trend of

the DOS plots of the adsorption systems is similar to that of
the MSN monolayer, that is, the regions around the Fermi
level are mainly contributed by Mo 4d and N 2p orbitals as
well as their hybridization. The newly generated energy bands
near the Fermi level in d-MSN are mainly composed of N 2p
orbitals, leading to the decrease in band gap and the increase in
electrical conductivity. Therefore, we believe that the d-MSN
may have a high charge transfer efficiency than MSN, which
makes it more suitable as a catalyst to accelerate the reaction.
The NO and O2 adsorption cases are taken as a representative
to analyze the difference in electronic structures of (d-)MSN.
For the NO@MSN (MSN adsorbs NO) adsorption system,
there only exist some orbital hybridizations between O 2p and
N 2p states of NO and TDOS of the adsorption system.
However, in the NO@d-MSN adsorption system, the strong
orbital hybridizations between O 2p and N 2p states of NO
and the TDOS of the adsorption system occur, demonstrating
that more electronic states get involved in the interaction

Figure 8. Calculated DOS and local DOS (LDOS) of (a) (d-)MSN adsorbing (b) NO and (c) O2. The Fermi level is set to zero. (*1) and (*2)
represent the MSN and d-MSN adsorption systems, respectively. The Fermi level is set to zero.
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between the gas molecules and (d-)MSN substrates;66 thus, d-
MSN has a strong bonding ability to NO than MSN. Similarly,
the same phenomenon occurred in O2@(d-)MSN systems,
and the greater intense orbital hybridization level is observed
in O2@d-MSN than in NO@d-MSN, indicating the stronger
adsorption strength between O2 and d-MSN, which is in good
agreement with the calculated result of Eads (Eads (O2@d-
MSN) > Eads (NO@d-MSN)). In general, the electronic
structures of MSN may change after the adsorption of
reactants and the changed electronic properties would affect
its optical properties and electrical conductivity,34,42 which
might be conducive to gas sensing and catalytic reactions.
3.4. Possible Applications of (d-)MSN. Based on the

adsorption behavior of NO, CO, O2, CO2, NO2, H2O, H2S,
and NH3 molecules on the (d-)MSN monolayer mentioned
above, the potential applications of the (d-)MSN monolayer
are discussed in this part. The adsorption of reactants on the
catalyst surface, as the prerequisite for subsequent processes of
various reactions such as oxygen and carbon monoxide
reduction reactions (ORR and CORR, respectively), deter-
mines whether the reactants can be activated.67,68 For example,
the adsorption capacity for CO and NO of d-MSN is
comparable to or even better than those of Fe-anchored
graphene66 and Ga-doped Pt/CeO2,

69 which was proved to be
an excellent catalyst for the conversion and removal of CO and
NO. So, we believe that the d-MSN might be a good candidate
for NO and CO reduction.
Next, we focus on the potential application of the (d-)MSN

monolayer as a gas sensor for the detection and monitoring of
specific gas molecules. Previous relevant studies have shown
that the sensitivity and reusability are the most important
standards for a good gas senor.27,33,70 Herein, the changes in
the electrical conductivity of the (d-)MSN monolayer before
and after gas molecule adsorption are utilized to assess the
sensitivity of a gas sensor, which is described as:27,33,71
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where σ and Eg are the electrical conductivity and band gap of
the MSN monolayer adsorbing different gas molecules,
respectively, and k and T are the Boltzmann constant and
the temperature, respectively. Herein, the k and T are 8.62 ×
10−5 eV/K and 300 K, respectively. In general, the greater the
change of electrical conductivity of the materials after gas
adsorption, the better the sensitivity of gas sensors.70,72 Based
on the obtained band gap value and the above formula, we can
easily observe that the electrical conductivity of MSN has been
greatly changed after NO, O2, and NO2 adsorption (see Table
S4). As for d-MSN adsorption systems, the electrical
conductivity of d-MSN is sensitive to most of the above gas
molecules except CO and O2. Therefore, we can see that the
MSN-based gas sensor has higher sensitivity to NO, NO2, and
O2 sensing than other gas molecules, while the d-MSN-based
gas sensor has good sensitivity to most of the above gas
molecules. As we all know, the stronger the adsorption capacity
of gas molecules on the (d-)MSN monolayer, the more
difficult it is for them to desorb from the (d-)MSN monolayer
surface, which may have a severe influence on the reusability of
gas sensors. Therefore, a short recovery time is another
prerequisite of a good gas sensor. The recovery time (τ) of
adsorption systems is evaluated according to the transition
state theory and shown in the following equation:73
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where v0, Eads, k, and T represent the attempt frequency,
adsorption energy, Boltzmann constant, and temperature,
respectively. Herein, for the sake of comparison, the attempt
frequency of all the gas molecules is set to the same value as
the NO2 molecule (v0 = 1012/s).73 The recovery times of MSN
adsorbing NO, CO, O2, CO2, NO2, H2O, H2S, and NH3 are
1.81 × 10−9, 2.30 × 10−10, 9.22 × 10−11, 2.77 × 10−9, 2.88 ×
10−9, 1.23 × 10−9, 4.08 × 10−9, and 9.38 × 10−10 s,
respectively. It is easy to observe that the adsorption strength
of the above gas molecules on MSN is so weak that MSN
cannot be utilized for gas sensing and monitoring. As for d-
MSN adsorption systems, the O2 and NO2 adsorption systems
are not considered due to their dissociation after adsorption,
and the recovery times of d-MSN adsorbing NO, CO, CO2,
H2O, H2S, and NH3 are 1.02 × 1079 s, 4.28 × 1031 s, 0.37 ms,
6.51 s, 0.16 s, and 5.64 × 105 s, respectively. Our results show
that NO, CO, and NH3 on d-MSN have relatively long
recovery times, but the recovery time of CO2 on d-MSN is
much shorter, which is not suitable to be used for gas
detection. However, the adsorption energy of H2O and H2S on
d-MSN is moderate, which matches short recovery times of
6.51 and 0.16 s, respectively, and is appropriate for H2O and
H2S detection. Based on the analysis of adsorption energies,
adsorption structures, charge transfer, and the changes of
electronic properties, the d-MSN exhibits bright application
prospects in H2O and H2S gas sensors with high sensitivity and
reusability.
To explore the effect of gas coverage on reusable gas sensors,

we introduced other H2O and H2S molecules to the original
adsorption structures, respectively. The fully optimized
structures are shown in Figure S9, in which both molecules
are located in the vicinity of the N vacancy. Moreover, we also
calculated the effect of gas coverage on the band gap of the
H2O and H2S adsorption systems (see Figure S10). We see
that the band gaps of the double molecule adsorption systems
are the same as single molecule ones, indicating that the effect
of gas coverage has no effect on the band gap, and thus, it does
not affect the sensitivity of the sensor.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the adsorption behavior of NO, CO, O2, CO2,
NO2, H2O, H2S, and NH3 on the (d-)MSN monolayer was
systematically investigated, focusing on the adsorption
structures, charge transfer, the changes of electronic structures,
and potential application of the (d-)MSN monolayer. Based on
the results of adsorption energies, all the adsorption
configurations are thermodynamically favorable and tend to
be physisorbed on the MSN surface with small charge transfer.
However, the electronic properties of NO, O2, and NO2
adsorption configurations are dramatically modified due to
the newly introduced in-gap states. However, the introduction
of N vacancy on MSN would obviously affect the interaction
between gas molecules and the substrate, especially in NO2
and O2 adsorption systems. Furthermore, the adsorption type
of NO and CO changes from physisorption to chemisorption,
which may be used as catalysts for NO and CO reduction.
Compared with the MSN adsorption systems, the d-MSN has
moderate adsorption strength for H2O and H2S, thus
possessing quite broad application prospects in highly sensitive
and reusable gas sensors. This work provides a vital theoretical
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reference of the 2D MA2Z4 family in the field of gas sensors,
catalysts, and toxic gas disposal.
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